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Abstract

This paper presents a study into music analysis, motion analysis and the integration of music and motion to form natural human motion in a virtual environment. Motion capture data is extracted to generate a motion library; this places the digital motion model at a fixed posture. The first step in this process is to configure the motion path curve for the database and calculate the possibility that two motions were sequential through the use of a computational algorithm. Every motion is then analyzed for the next possible smooth movement to connect to, and at the same time, an interpolation method is used to create the transitions between motions to enable the digital motion models to move fluently. Lastly, a searching algorithm sifts for possible successive motions from the motion path curve according to the music tempo. It was concluded that the higher ratio of rescaling a transition, the lower the degree of natural motion.
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1. Introduction

To display natural motion of the human body is a very important topic in computer graphics. In recent years, by using computer animation techniques and combining with captured data of human movement, a virtual character can interact
with a real person in real time. In the meantime, by taking advantage of the large amount of data generated from motion capture, it is more worthy for researchers to devote their efforts to analyze those data. For example, to re-edit or re-use motion capture data is a value-added application. Brand & Hertzmann created a statistical model named “style machine” which can generate new motion sequences (Brand & Hertzmann 2000).

Generally speaking, computer animation has two major parts, namely imaginative motion and performance motion. Imaginative motion is focused on cognitive thinking in terms of the intended expression, whilst performance motion emphasizes the meaning of the message that has been taken by execution. Therefore, the job of computer animation is not only to make graphics come alive, but also to convey emotional feeling through certain characters or motions. The elements in the presentation of animation include objects, motion, language, backgrounds, music, etc. Based on the request of narratives and scenarios, these visual images are all created by animation designers. Through sketches, digital recording and retrospective techniques, personalized characters can reach a certain level of accuracy and emotional expression in the development of computer animation. The relationship between emotional expression through motion and the tempo of music is closely associated, especially motion in design. In this research, it attempts to understand the interrelationship between choreography and the tempo of music through adjustment and modification. Therefore, it is interesting to find variations on the performance of subjects, under the emotional reflection through music in the design of character-based motion.

In this research, we have attempted to modify or adjust music tempo to understand the relationship between choreography and music tempo. We believe the emotion created by music profoundly influences motion design. Through the analysis of music and digital motions, this study tried to help motion creators conceive the composition of music rhythm and digital motions. It will help motion creators create a series of meaningful motions using music segments. Music performance is the combination of tempo, key, rhythm, pitch, melody and harmony. In the study, we brought up the relationship between music and motion. Through the expression of music, we generated different digital motion models accordingly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We first review related work in Section 2. Then we cover the system overview structure in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe how to carry out music analysis. Section 5 describes how we perform motion
synthesis from the motion capture data and music analysis. We show the experimental results in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

The research on the relation between music and motion can be categorized in two ways. On the other way, there are also applications that make use of motions to create melody reversely (Bevilacqua et al. 2001). Another research had focusing on correlating motions through the meaning of music, they analyzed dance structure with the assistance of music in order to digitize dance, which could help preserve the culture (Shiratori et al. 2004).

In computer animation, motions of characters have frequently been linked with music in order to convey various emotions. The synchronization of an animated image sequence with sounds helps deliver an artistic theme to the audience (Laybourne 1998). For most people, the salient point between music and dance is their tempo. Moreover, in the field of virtual choreography, many researches linked up music and motion with the tempo. However, extracting the tempo structures from rhythmic signals such as drum sounds and music is a difficult problem. There has been some work on musical beat detection. Therefore, we referred from previous work and adopted their algorithm to extract the dance tunes, which, has obvious accents.

Harper and Jerniga used recurrent timing networks to detect and predict periodicities in an onset stream (Harper et al. 2004). Hainsworth and Macleonz first extracted musical change-points from the help signal and then use a particle-filtering algorithm to associate these with a tempo process (Hainsworth et al. 2003). Simon Dixon proposed a robotic but more complicated method to detect tempo from either digital audio or MIDI files (Dixon 2001). Musical data is processed off-line to detect the salient rhythmic events and the timing of these events is analyzed to generate hypotheses of the tempo at various metrical levels. Based on these tempo hypotheses, a multiple hypothesis search finds the sequence of beat times which has the best fit to the rhythmic events. The main work in the beat tracking of audio data is done by Goto and Muraoka. They developed two beat tracking systems for popular music, the first system is for music containing drums and the second is for music without drums (Goto, M. 2001).

Motion synthesis researches could be divided into two categories. One approach relies on using motion simulated actions of body’s joints. Since the human body’s actions are very complex, it is very difficult to create natural movements from the degree of freedom information in each joint (Fang et al. 2003, Liu 2002, Popovic 2003). In addition, some research makes an approach of synthesizing from available motion
In the aspect of motion graph, it is difficult to generate the realistic human motion sequence. To synthesize motion only by the laws of physics is a challenge. The result of performance cannot meet our expectation. Motion capture is a reliable way of acquiring realistic motions. It is less inaccurate to acquire in motion capture than to synthesize by physics-base methods.

Motion graph is a directed graph that consists of both original motion and automatically generated transitions. In motion graph each node means a choice point connecting different sets of motions. By searching in the graph, the desired motion sequence will be synthesized (Kovar et al. 2002). Arikan proposed a framework in a more intuitive way of synthesizing appealing motion, like the way a director guides actors and actresses (Arikan et al. 2003). Pre-process is needed to allow the user to specify the annotations that reflect the content of motion database. Users can describe motions by means of the annotations on a timeline to specify when each annotation will happen. Arikan also proposed to generate human motions by cutting and pasting motion capture data, he thought the generation of human motion was a solving search problem (Arikan et al. 2002). It is mainly due to the need to use random search of a hierarchy of graphs. In this approach, the property of a hierarchy of graph will easily generate the motion sequences that satisfy a variety of constraints.

Matthew Brand uses the probability mathematic model in pattern recognition. By learning from motion sequences, each model can identify the common motion style element (Brand 2000). It then decides to interpolate or extrapolate between two style models. This approach generates new choreography and synthesizes motion in many styles. J.K. Hodgkins proposed a method built from a common skill: state machines, inverse kinematics, etc. (Hodgkins et al 1998). The control algorithm is designed for some kind of motion behavior. A state machine can represent corresponding changes in action. The algorithms complying with inverse kinematics will generate motion for several dynamic behaviors. Kathy Pullen created a method that allows an artist to have low-level control of the motion. Motion capture data is used to enhance a key-framing animation (Pullen et al. 2002). Frequency Analysis divides the data (both key-framed data and motion capture data) into frequency bands. To match the key-framed data with motion capture data is to find the path and nest the segments accordingly. Zordan simulated unexpected impacts into a motion capture-driven animation system to physically simulate the impact that responds to contact forces,
search for the best plausible re-entry into the motion library, and synthesize transition motion that connects previous and next motion capture clips (Zordan 2005). Mueller proposed a more efficient retrieval algorithm for large data sets. The main concept is to analyze geometric features and to use them to segment motion data for synthesis (Mueller et al. 2005). During the synthesis, it searched all possible paths, but it might result in “playing back” the motion graph within that environment. Separate specification of key-frame values from key-frame timing. Features of the user's input are mapped to features of the key-framed motion. The key-frames are then distributed in time according to the timing of the user's input path.

Wang et al. developed methods to determine a visually appealing length for a motion transition (i.e., a segue between two sequences of character animation). They have two methods for different type of motions to compute blend length based on two hypotheses on the nature of blending, including geodesic distance and joint velocities (Wang et al. 2004). So et al. gave a new segmentation solution for extracting motion patterns from motion capture data by searching for critical key poses in the motion sequence (So et al. 2005). They established a rank for critical key poses that identifies the significance of the directional change in motion data. Yu et al. proposed a framework allows the user to retrieve motions via Lab annotation (Yu et al. 2005). They generated a corresponding Labanotation sequence as additional motion property for each motion clip. A similarity metric for Labanotation sequences is used to search the motions that have similar Laban descriptions. Retrieve motion segments that only match part of the query Laban sequence. Based on dynamic programming, these segments are stitched together to form a smooth output motion that is in an optimal sense of matching query Laban sequence.

The above literature reviews emphasize the knowledge of how to select the tempo of music and how to segment motion efficiently and effectively, in order to make motion smoother. However, more research work needs to be conducted into specific types of music driven motion and its possible influence. In this research we aim to focus on the design implementation in the integration of music driven motion and propose a practical method. Hopefully, this could provide an additional contribution in the field of animation design.

3. System Overview

Our system consists of three distinct modules: Music analysis, Motion analysis and Motion synthesis. Figure 1 shows the relationship between these modules. The music analyzer includes two components, which are for tempo detection and
tempo edition. The tempo detection module processes a musical tune and finds the musical beats (low frequency sounds). The tempo edition module allows the user to modify the tempo of a segment of music manually to get a better musical sequence, which could interact with synthesized motions.

The motion analyzer was made up of two components, the motion graph constructor and the motion path searcher. The motion graph constructor detects transition candidates and then selects transition points. After that, it creates the transition and prunes the motion graph. After constructing the motion graph, the motion paths are converted to different motion sequences. Afterwards, we can look for a motion sequence within the motion graph. After the procedure of music and motion analysis, the motion synthesizer adjusts the time of motion, based on music tempo, which is called motion time warping. Then, a motion path, which synchronized the music beats, is synthesized.

The details of each module are explained in the following sections.

4. Music Analysis

4.1 Beat Tracking

The purpose of music analysis is to extract the music beats. In most cases, the tempo is the regular pattern of beats in the music. In most dance tunes, the beats often appear in the low-pitch sound with low frequency, such as drums. Therefore, we locate the
peaks of the low frequency volume curve, and regard them as the beats. Figure 2 shows the steps of tempo extraction.

![Figure 2 - Tempo detection workflow.](image)

The easiest way to extract low-frequency sounds is to apply a low-pass filter to the audio data. There are different low-pass filters. We use the Butterworth low-pass filter that is characterized by the magnitude response that is maximally flat in the pass-band and monotonic overall. It designs an order-n low-pass filter with a normalized cutoff frequency. It returns the filter coefficients in length $n+1$ row vectors $b$ and $a$, with coefficients in descending powers of $z$.

$$H(z) = \frac{B(z)}{A(z)} = \frac{b(1) + b(2)z^{-1} + \cdots + b(n+1)z^{-n}}{1 + a(2)z^{-1} + \cdots + a(n+1)z^{-n}}$$

Cutoff frequency is the frequency range where the magnitude response of the filter is described within. For Butterworth, the normalized cutoff frequency must be a number between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to the Nyquist frequency, in radians per sample. In our case, we choose the cutoff frequency and the filter order for different music respectively.

The measurement of sound volume, decibel, can be defined as:

$$Volume = 10 \cdot \log_{10}(Y)$$

The decibel (dB) is used to measure sound volume level, which represents the comparative intensity of sound. This measurement is closer to the human sense of sound magnitude.

We computed each frame’s volume (frame size = 1024, overlap = 128). Before searching the local maxima of volumes, we quantized the volume and time vectors. When the volumes’ local maximum is greater than the threshold, it is regarded as where the beat occurs.
4.2 Tempo Changing
We also implement the method, WSOLA, in order to support the function of altering
tempo in any part of music so that users can interact with the motions (Verhelst et al.
1993). This method was originally for tackling the problem of time-scale modification
of speech.
The common problem while altering the music tempo is how to connect the waves
naturally without gaps and keep their pitches. The method, WSOLA, provides a good
solution to this problem. In figure 3, the blue curve is the original waveform and the
black curve denotes a range of a frame. (1) is the first frame, and (1’) is the second
frame, and so on. For example, if we want to shorten the original waveform by half,
we have to prune half of the frames away. So we take off the frame (1’) right half after
the first frame (1) and find the waveform which is most similar to the second one
from a specific range of the third frame (2). The assumption is that there shouldn’t be
any abrupt change of waveform in a short-time period hence we certainly can find a
similar enough waveform in that duration. \( t \) represents the gap of the waveform. This
is shown in figure 4 below:

![Figure 3 - Original Waveform.](image1)

![Figure 4 - Resultant waveform using WSOLA.](image2)
5. Motion Synthesis

The important of how to synthesize a motion sequence with motion capture database (Kovar et al. 2002). Furthermore, we produce motions according to musical tempo (Alankus et al. 2005). We followed this approach and made some revisions by clipping motion segments in the database. We want to match motion segments to both the beginning and the end of the beats. However, it is unnatural to synthesize a motion sequence if we only match one motion to one segment.

5.1 Segment Motion Clip

First, we cut each motion clip apart into many segments for later use in synthesizing the segment-based motion sequences. Each segment includes a complete motion unit. In addition, the motion segments were categorized into two groups, “big action” and “tiny action”. We only allow one “big action” in a correspondent beat set. It is necessary to rescale the length of segments but not to go beyond the limitation when the beat durations couldn’t match the segment lengths. If the length of a motion segment couldn’t fit the tempo duration even after rescaling, we applied “tiny action” in this case. This condition is shown in Fig. 1. In our approach, a beat shouldn’t match with more than one “big action”.

5.2 Construct Motion Graph

There are many frames in each clip. We have located some frames, called nodes, in the clip, to cut the clip apart into many segments. We make connections between notes and synthesize motions based on them. See Fig 5.

![Diagram of motion synthesis](attachment:image.png)
In the next step, we recorded possible motions in the nodes of the present segment. The existence of a connection between two nodes means that we can transit from one motion to the other. To avoid unnatural connections, we chose two nodes with joint positions close to each other so that we could obtain good interpolation between them. These motions derived from interpolation are taken as “tiny actions”.

Next, we explain how to evaluate the similarity of two frames, \( F_a \) and \( F_b \). \( F_b \) was transformed \( x_0 \) units along the X-axis, and \( z_0 \) units along the Z-axis and rotated an angle \( \theta \) around the Y-axis.

\[
\min_{\theta,x_0,z_0} \sum_i w_i \left\| P_i - \left( T_{\theta,x_0,z_0} P_i' \right) \right\|^2 \\
= \left( \theta, x_0, z_0 \right)
\]

Where the linear transformation \( T_{\theta,x_0,z_0} \) rotates a point \( p \) about the y-axis by \( \theta \) degrees and then translates it by \( (x_0, z_0) \).

This optimization has a closed-form solution:

\[
\theta = \arctan \left( \frac{\sum w(x_i z'_i - x'_i z) - \frac{1}{\sum w_i} (x' z' - x z')}{\sum w(x_i x'_i + z_i z'_i) - \frac{1}{\sum w_i} (x' z' + z x')} \right) \\
x_0 = \frac{1}{\sum w_i} (x - x' \cos \theta - z' \sin \theta)
\]
\[ z_0 = \sum \frac{1}{w_i} (\overline{z} - \overline{x}) \sin \theta - \overline{z} \cos \theta \]  

Where \( x = \sum w_i x_i \)

Equation (3) defines the similarity of two nodes. The similarity between nodes was calculated by equation (3) and we can link two nodes depending on their similarity.

5.4 Motion Synthesis

We want to synthesize a sequence of motions which is the best match to the beats based on the motion graph we constructed before. Nevertheless, it makes little sense to find the best match from the overall paths, because of the enormous number of paths connecting all couple nodes among clips. For this reason, we solve this problem by the rank-biased randomization method. See Fig. 7
Figure 7 - (A) In the relation of transition in segment, we use the rank-biased randomization to synthesize the motion sequence. (B) Search the segments and match the beats in length. (C) After the search, there may be a big action with some small actions, or just a big action, or all small actions, but no big action between two beats.

In the initial stage of path searching, we arbitrarily pick up one node as the beginning. The following procedure was divided into two steps. First, we find another segment whose length is similar to the beat duration and then link it to the beginning. The equation for counting similarity is:

$$\text{distortion} = \min_{s_1, \ldots, s_n} \left[ \left( \sigma \sum_{j=1}^{n} s_j - L_{\text{beats}} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5)}$$

$S_i$ represents the length of the segment, and $L_{\text{beats}}$ represents the length of two beats. $\sigma$ is the ratio of rescaling. Segment searching should continuously link more segments to this beat set if the distortion is still over the threshold. We keep the one with smallest distortion and repeat this process to find a sequence of segment until the distortion is below the threshold. It is worth noting that the path should be deleted if more than one “big actions” were added into a beat set in our approach.

Second, we arrange all possible paths in an order based on their distortion and preserve first N paths. For all paths, the ending node of the segment added into a path last is able to link to the starting node of some segments in other paths. Therefore, we keep first n paths in order and search for their next possible segments whose start
node fills the bill. Repeat step 1 and stop when all beat sets have their corresponding motion segments. See Fig. 8

Figure 8 - The frame pictures with two-colors bar separate two neighbouring segments.
6. Experiment

6.1 Beat Detection Experiment
In the experiment on beat-detection, we chose some segments from three songs, which belong to three different types of music. The first song, A, is a pop song, the second one, B, is more like an aboriginal music used in a memorial ceremony and the last one, C, is a mixed dance music. The following table lists their recording-information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recording type</strong></td>
<td>44100Hz, 16-bit, stereo</td>
<td>22050Hz, 8-bit, mono</td>
<td>44100Hz, 16-bit, stereo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recording format</strong></td>
<td>Windows PCM</td>
<td>Windows PCM</td>
<td>Windows PCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recording length</strong></td>
<td>31.266 sec</td>
<td>11.716 sec</td>
<td>5.561 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To measure the correctness, we manually marked where all the beat locations are, and called them reference-beats hereafter. Comparatively, the beats detected by our system were denoted as caught-beats. Two error-measuring criteria were designed as follows.

Redundant rate: The ratio of redundant beats number to caught-beats number. (Redundant beats are detected by our approach but could not be found in reference-beats group.)

Redundant rate = (No. of redundant beats) / (No. of caught beats)

Missing rate: the ratio of missed beats number to reference-beats. (Missing beats are not detected by our approach but in reference-beats group.)

Missing rate = (No. of missed beats) / (No. of reference beats)

Table 2 listed these two error ratios of three music pieces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A (POP Music)</th>
<th>B (aboriginal music)</th>
<th>C (mixed dance music)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redundant rate</strong></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing rate</strong></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above results, we noticed that almost all beats were detected by this beat-detected approach but there were non-beats mistaken as beats. The error occurred in the step of finding local maximum because there are more than one local maximum in a period of waveform. Our solution to this problem is to shift beats above a given threshold energy.

6.2 Motion Synthesis Experiment
In the experiment of synthesizing the motion by means of the beats that are extracted from music, we used motion capture library supported by CMU (Carnegie Mellon University) Graphics Lab. We chose the dance category in the motion capture library as experimental data. There are twenty-nine motion clips in this experiment. We labeled each clip as several segments. In all motion clips, we generated one hundred and two labeled segments and about four thousand transitions between different segments. The average length of motion clips is approximately six hundred frames. A motion graph based on the segments was constructed by those segments and transitions.

We took three different kinds of music to synthesize motion. The mean and variance of the length between beats are described in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A (POP Music)</th>
<th>B (aboriginal music)</th>
<th>C (mixed dance music)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (frame)</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>267.158</td>
<td>769.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance (frame)</td>
<td>97,973</td>
<td>1,683</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found that the performance in the synthesis was greatly affected by the segment which was generated from the interpolation of the transition of motion. Finding the transition between clips is a hard problem. We identified frames which were similar enough to make a transition between them. If we created a transition between a run and a jump, the transition motion would have been unrealistic.

So, among the segments generated from the transitions, we look for those clips with rescale ratio closed to one. In the process of synthesis, we rescale the length of the segment so it matches the length of beats. Therefore, we evaluated our system by the ratio of rescaling the length of segment. If the rescaling ratio is larger than 1, it means stretch a segment, if the ratio is smaller than 1, it means to contract or to shorten a segment.
We have used the three songs A, B, and C to synthesize thirty different motion sequences. The rescaling ratio in different music is described in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A (POP Music)</th>
<th>B (aboriginal music)</th>
<th>C (mixed dance music)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transition segment</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other segment</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average rescaling rate = (Ratio of rescaling transition segments * No. of transition segments + Ratio of rescaling other segments * No. of other segments) / (No. of transition segments + No. of other segments)

Therefore, we can find the higher ratio of rescaling a transition, the lower degree of nature, because the segments that are generated from a transition were stretched out. In motion clip A, we found the fact that the transition segment was longer than other kinds of music. It had made unnatural transition segments more obvious. The low ratio of scale resulted from shortening the length of transition segment in motion clip B would introduce the rapid transition between frames. The result in music C is acceptable because the ratio of rescaling of transition segment is near to one. That is to say, the transition segment would not be stretched or contracted too much.

7. Conclusion

From the results of experiments, the synthesized motion matched the beats well. Between two beats, there may be a major action along with some minor actions, or only a major action. So, the beats will appear between the motions.

The length of the segment in the motion graph plays a key role in synthesizing a music-driven motion. If there were a lot of differences between the tempo duration and the length of the segment, the ratio of rescaling in the result would have increased, and the transition segment would have been affected. The motion synthesis with music in our experiment is dependent on the motion graph, which is constructed from some style of data. The transition between frames is important. If we could find some type of music can be analyzed in motion graph’s beat set, we could expect the result of synthesis by the mean of the segment length in motion graph. The more natural
transition segments we could generate, the better the synthesis would be. So we use
the ratio of rescaling segment as the measure of the performance. Besides, when we
found the sequence of segments between the beat set, we could apply the same ratio
of rescaling to the remaining segments. Nevertheless, for those sequence segments not
matching well with beats set, we would save them and try to find a better solution in
our future work.
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